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Human Error is an interesting and important monograph.  Its main strengths are its collection of references from different traditions and decades; clear definitions of error types and error forms; and its very convincing argument that errors result from normal cognitive processes.  Its weaknesses include a tendency towards excessive list making; weak empirical tests of the author’s theory; and a computer model that is ad hoc and unconvincing.  A structural weakness in the book is that the last two chapters do not have much to do with the first six.

In Chapter 1, The Nature of Error, the author’s thesis is immediately introduced, “Recurrent error forms have their origins in fundamentally useful psychological processes” (p. 1).  The implications of this thesis is that errors can be modeled by an extension of accepted human performance models.  Thus, there are a limited number of error types that are “conceptually tied to underlying (non error producing) cognitive stages or mechanisms” and are triggered by common error forms.  Reason considers two error forms, similarity-matching and frequency-bias.

Chapter 2, Studies of Human Error, begins with a review of early psychological research on error and the pre-cognitive “natural science tradition.”  The behaviorist contribution is dismissed as "a 40-year 'ice-age'" (p. 26).  This glib dismissal is unfortunate as we would have been interested in seeing how Reason would compare and contrast behaviorist explanations of error with those provided by his theory.

As a whole, this is a well-written, survey chapter that serves to acquaint the reader with the essence of many core cognitive topics including; schema theory, the difference between bounded rationality and satisficing approaches to decision making, problem solving as search in a problem space, Rasmussen’s skill-rule-knowledge framework, and more.  This introduction is important as in later chapters, Reason uses these topics in his cognitive account of errors.

Chapters 3 and 4 are the heart of this book.  Chapter 3, Performance Levels and Error Types, marshals arguments for a three-fold classification of error types:  skill-based slips; rule-based mistakes; and knowledge-based mistakes (corresponding to the three levels in Rasmussen’s framework).  Here as well, he introduces us to GEMS, the generic error modeling system.  GEMS is truly generic, being an amalgamation of cognitive science theory with heavy influences from Rasmussen, Rouse, Anderson, and the Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, and Thagard (1986), Induction model.

This chapter works surprising well.  What we liked best about the chapter (and chapter 4) was the realization that not only do “we” (cognitive scientists) know a lot about human cognition but that our major theorists tend to agree on the major points.  Reason’s use of learning and performance mechanisms to explain errors is an exciting demonstration of the power of cognitive theory.  It is true to his thesis that errors arise out of normally adaptive psychological processes.

At a different level, the numerous figures and tables prevented us from drowning in a wealth of detail.  On the other hand, we did not like the list-like quality of failure modes for each of the main error types. The strength of this exercise is that Reason is able to show how each of an extensive list of anecdotes and research examples can classified as one of three error types resulting from one of two error forms.  The weakness is that there are approximately three dozen such classifications.  Not only does this large number of classifications impose a cognitive load upon the reader but, if we accept his analysis, these classifications seem to become obsolete.

Chapter 4, Cognitive Underspecification and Error Forms, is solid and well-written.  It is here that Reason lays out the data for the assertion that:  "When cognitive operations are underspecified, they tend to default to contextually appropriate, high-frequency responses"  p.97; that is, schema-matching and frequency-bias.  The chapter presents an array of historical, current, and original research in an attempt to show that the error types of chapter 3 (skill-based slips, rule-based mistakes, and knowledge-based mistakes) arise from two error forms.  Together, chapters 3 and 4, are a persuasive argument for the thesis that human errors arise from the same cognitive processes that are responsible for normal learning and performance.

A Design for a Fallible Machine, chapter 5, is the least successful of the chapters.  The “fallible machine” postulated in this chapter is presented as a “notional model.”  The relationship between this model and GEMS is not clear.  Indeed, we seem to have gone from “generic” models of cognition to Reason’s model of cognition with little warning and no motivation for the differences.

A large part of the chapter consists of a computer simulation that attempts to produce experimental data presented in an earlier chapter.  The experiment is an interesting but, in relationship to the scope of this book, trivial.  It demonstrates that when British students are asked little known facts about American Presidents their responses show a frequency-bias (errors made can be classified as substituting a higher frequency, but wrong, President for the lower frequency, correct President).  The connection between the computer simulation and the stores and buffers postulated by the notional model is unclear.  On the whole, the notional model and simulation have an ad hoc quality about them that we found disturbing.  This chapter reminded us of the late Allen Newell’s complaint that “cognitive theory is radically underdetermined by data” (Newell, 1992, p. 426).

Rather than build his own computer architecture, a more powerful demonstration would have been to use the learning, performance, and problem solving mechanisms of an existing theory and modeling system (such as SOAR, ACT-R [Anderson, 1993], or whatever) to produce error data.  Such an approach seems more in keeping with the “generic” GEMS approach.  (Additionally, since such an approach is likely to have mixed success, the attempt would tell us something interesting about both GEMS and cognitive theory.)

Chapter 6, The Detection of Errors, is a readable compilation of the cognitive literature on self-monitoring; namely, how, when, and why do people catch the errors that they make.  We have two complaints.  First, the chapter is too short.  Much research is left out and much more could be said about what was included.  Second, we have left GEMS partly behind and are in the normal world of one cognitive theory per finding.  It is to Reason’s credit that he attempts to use the error types presented in chapters 1-4 to bring some order to the collection of findings from a diverse set of researchers working in diverse cognitive traditions.

We liked reading chapters 7 (Latent Errors and Systems Disasters) and 8 (Assessing and Reducing the Human Error Risk) but felt that we had wandered into another book.  Whereas chapters 1 through 6 are firmly focused on individual cognition, chapters 7 and 8 attempt to analyze large accidents such as Chernobyl, Challenger, and Three Mile Island from a systems and organizational perspective.  In chapter 7, Reason analyzes a variety of well-known disasters while in chapter 8 he introduces and discusses the Human Reliability Analysis techniques used by industry.  On the whole, we feel that Reason’s efforts here are well-motivated but misplaced.  Two chapters devoted to famous disasters does not give him the room he needs to develop his systems and organizational perspective nor does it allow him to tie the earlier cognitive model to the analysis and prediction of error in specific situations.  

Summary
Human Error is an interesting and important book that brings the study of error into theories of “normal” cognition.  While, as we pointed out above, the book is imperfect and limited, it has all the right parts.  It reviews the relevant literature, presents a short taxonomy of error types and error forms that is firmly rooted in “generic” models of human cognition, relates existing work to this framework, and attempts to go beyond the generic framework to build a computer simulation that will produce the same pattern of errors as humans.  We can, and have, recommended this book to fellow cognitive scientists and students.  Despite its flaws, this is a path-breaking book that contains good cognitive science and should be on the “must read” list of anyone interested in cognitive accounts of human error.

We have more trouble recommending this book to human factors professionals whose primary interest lies in the safe operation of large systems.  While there is much in the first six chapters that they should know about, we believe that they will be primarily interested in chapters 7 and 8.  These two chapters are interesting but by themselves do not justify the price of the book.
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